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DETECTION OF DECEPTION BIBLIOGRAPHY
A Bibliography of Material Which Has Appeared in the American Journal of Police Science

Prepared by Joseph W. Harney†

From time to time the Editors, as well as members of the staff of the Chicago Police Scientific Crime Detection Laboratory, have been asked to prepare bibliographies on various fields of police science. This present bibliography, selected from material which has appeared in the AMERICAN JOURNAL OF POLICE SCIENCE has been divided into four groups. Group 1—Original Articles, Group 2—Technical Notes and Abstracts, Group 3—Legal Notes, and Group 4—Book Reviews. The method of listing items under the various groups has been chronological. All references are given by volume, issue number, and page in this order, and the months and year of issue are also listed. References showing volumes 1 and 2 refer to issues of the AMERICAN JOURNAL OF POLICE SCIENCE prior to its merger with the JOURNAL OF CRIMINAL LAW AND CRIMINOLOGY (May 1932).
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